SUMP PIT COVER AND FRAME

OPTIONAL PUMP OUT ARRANGEMENT WITH CHECK VALVE AND UNION

1/4" (8mm) STAINLESS STEEL HOOK

1 1/4" x 2" x 3/16" (32mm x 50mm x 6mm) ANGLE FRAME C/W ANCHORS

DROP HANDLES

SUMP PIT VENT AND PUMP OUT LINES TO OFFSET TO CLEAR COVER AND RISE ALONGSIDE NEAREST WALL

ELECTRICAL OUTLET BY DIVISION 16

CHECK VALVE

UNION

OPTIONAL VENT ARRANGEMENT

3/4" (20mm) CONDUIT FOR PLUG. SEAL ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL

DRAINAGE LINE

NYLON ROPE

ELECTRICAL CORD

SUMP PUMP C/W INTEGRAL FLOAT SWITCH

HIGH WATER ALARM LEVEL
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